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Abstract—In industrial automation, numerous devices are interconnected in smart factories for further monitor and control.
Various infrastructure devices in industrial automation are usually
used for control instruction distribution, data collection, and collaboration of the industrial applications. Recent security threats on
industrial automation are more frequent and the industrial control
systems lack trust mechanism. Blockchain has been introduced
due to its decentralization and security promise, but the election
results in the original designs could be biased without collaboration trust, which leads the blockchain-based industry applications
invalid. In addition, in existing solutions, neither supernodes nor
normal nodes in blockchain can transfer their control authorities
for disaster backup. To address the aforementioned challenges,
this article proposes a collaborative trust based unbiased control
transfer mechanism (CTM), which realizes a dynamic assignment
of industrial control. First, a collaborative trust based delegated
proof of stake consensus is proposed for determining the authorities
of control dynamically and unbiasedly, by designing a lightweight
trust propagation protocol. Second, a CTM for checking, alarming,
and restarting CTM is devised for the disaster backup. The simulation results demonstrate the CTM, which is feasible and effective
for industrial automation security.
Index Terms—Blockchain, collaborative trust, control transfer,
industrial control systems (ICS), security.
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I. INTRODUCTION
ITH the development of industry 4.0, numerous devices
are interconnected for enhanced supervision and advanced process control [1], which hope to increase production
efficiency and decrease operation disruption [2]. Industrial control systems (ICSs) running on various critical infrastructures
are the most important platforms for continuous and stable
control in industrial automation. Recently, the security threats
on infrastructures are more frequent, critical pieces of US infrastructures were subjected to more than 200 hacking events every
year [3]. Therefore, the security strategies of ICS have gained
considerable attention.
However, there are two critical limitations of the traditional
security solutions of ICS. First, because of the diversity of
attack paths, the conventional security strategies based on the
industrial firewall, intrusion detection system, and access control
can always be broken through, which means the control authorities and instructions to facilities are always at risk of being
tampered. For example, Iran’s nuclear facilities were attacked
by the Stuxnet virus seriously [4] and a steel mill furnace in
German was destroyed by hackers in 2014 [5]. Second, the
existing cloud-based or center-based regulatory programs [6] are
centralized, these control centers are vulnerable to single-node
failure, such as Sybil attack [7]. Therefore, how to build a reliable
ICS for industrial automation is still an open issue.
Nowadays, some traditional lightweight consensus mechanism based blockchains are widely applied in the industrial field
to realize digital identity, distributed security, smart contract,
and microcontrol [8], hence, blockchain technology have the
potential to construct a secure ICS. Specifically, instructions
made by infrastructures can be stored into the blockchains to
distribute with tamper-resistance and nonrepudiation properties.
Moreover, smart contract technologies can be adopted to realize
on-demand instruction configurations to make the control of
terminals flexible and automatic.
Nevertheless, these traditional blockchains cannot be employed to construct the ICS directly. First, the consensus mechanism is the cornerstone in blockchain technology, which is
expected to select the block generators (control authority owners) fairly. However, in these blockchains, lightweight consensus
mechanisms can be intervened by malicious nodes easily, which
causes these malicious nodes selected as the controller of the
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systems biasedly. Moreover, these blockchain-based systems
lack disaster backup mechanisms [9], under the distributed
denial of service (DDoS) attacks or physical destruction, neither
the supernodes [10] nor normal nodes in blockchain can transfer
their control authorities preventing a large failure of the control
nodes.
Therefore, it is an urgent problem to design an unbiased
mechanism of control authority assignment in ICS. This article proposes a threshold signing based collaborative consensus
mechanism to build a novel and unbiased blockchain network
for ICS, thus malicious nodes are hard to attack the ICS by
manipulating the consensus process. In addition, an unbiased
control transfer mechanism (CTM) is also designed for preventing the failure of the control nodes or physical destruction. With
these mechanisms, a system can assign control authorities to
infrastructures dynamically, if the control nodes fail, the authorities can also be urgently transferred to other infrastructures to
maintain the continuity. The contributions of this article are as
follows.
1) A scalable trust propagation (TP) protocol is devised to
enable the monitor and control center (MCC) and infrastructures can receive the publicly verifiable trust values
from the terminals.
2) A collaborative trust based delegated proof of stake
(CT-DPoS) mechanism is proposed, which make sure
the blockchain can select control nodes randomly and
unbiasedly.
3) A CTM is designed by an urgent invoke of the CT-DPoS
for disaster backup, which realizes the stability of the ICS.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section II
introduces the related works, involving the security threatens of
the ICS, the current solutions with blockchain technology and
their defects, as well as some cryptography algorithms applied in
the consensus mechanisms. Section III generalizes the proposed
architecture for the CTM, combining with the MCC, infrastructures, and terminals. Section IV shows the cryptographic details
of the TP- and CT-DPoS-based blockchain. Section V proposes
the threaten assumptions and specific processes of the unbiased
CTM. The security analysis and simulations for evaluating the
feasibility and effectiveness are provided in Section VI. Finally,
this article is concluded in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORKS
Most of the recent research works about industrial automation mainly focus on the efficiency and stability of the control
authority. For example, fog computing is applied to enhance the
processing capacity in [11] and a smart resource partitioning
scheme [12] is proposed to optimize the control structures. But
the inconsistency and interruptions in automation projects have
been noticed in [13] and the researchers have proposed a new
framework for analyzing the effectiveness of security controls in
industrial Internet of things (IIoT) environments, which partly
realized the stable control among the numerous devices. In [14],
Chen et al. proposed a distributed collaborative control scheme,
benefited from the introduction of the collaborative mechanism,
it maintained robust against inaccurate system parameters.
Nowadays, blockchain technology has gained a considerable development, Fraga-Lamas and Fernandez-Carames have

elaborated the advantages of introducing the blockchain technology into the automotive industry in [15], they believe that the
blockchain can enhance the data privacy, traceability, trustworthiness, and authentication, as well as realizing longer sustainability and higher operational efficiency to the whole industry.
But the defects about high consumption and low throughput
of the traditional blockchain designs are unacceptable. In order to seize the opportunities, various consortium or private
blockchains based on lightweight consensus mechanisms have
been proposed to match the properties of high throughput, fast response, and low consumption in the industrial field. In [16]–[18],
some optimized statistics methods based on the contribution
were devised to allocate the stakes in delegated proof of stake
(DPoS) and then determined the control authorities depending
on the rank of the stakes. Besides, Hassanzadeh et al. [13] also
modified the structure of a blockchain to enhance the ability to
handle the concurrent transactions.
However, there are still various threatens against the
blockchain network. First, Lei et al. [19] proposed their concern
that the dominating members are likely to have larger discourse
rights in the voting process. Second, stake bleeding attacks [20]
can leverage transaction fees and the standard longest chain rule
to completely dominate a blockchain, thus conducting other
malevolent behaviors. Moreover, targeted DDoS attacks and
majority attacks [21] can cause interruption in a blockchain
network.
The aforementioned dilemmas are generated mainly from the
over concern about the lightweight mechanism and the neglect
of extensive collaboration and fairness. In these respects, the
algorithms of cryptography can make up for these shortcomings.
First, Ulutas et al. [22] proposed a publicly verifiable secret sharing (PVSS) scheme, in which all entities including participators
can verify the authenticity of a share through the public information sent from dealers. In the secret sharing phase, a dealer
generates an encrypted share for each participator, together with
a noninteractive zero-knowledge (NIZK) proof [23] to guarantee
the trustworthy. During the secret reconstruction phase, the participators can recover secrets by reasonably decrypting, and all
the messages and NIZK proofs will be published to prove that secrets have been decrypted correctly. PVSS allows participators to
verify the reality of their shares or secrets without revealing any
private content. The issue of PVSS has been widely discussed,
and recent research has focused on improving the efficiency
and security of the algorithms. Jarecki et al. [24] introduced an
efficient design with compatible password protection. At last,
an algorithm for generating distributed randomness [25] can
be borrowed to achieve collaboration among the devices, and
Cascudo and David [26] have increased its scalability.
In order to adapt to the scene of industrial automation and
control, we need to design a partly decentralized but collaborated
and unbiased consensus mechanism to assign control authorities
unbiasedly, and then introduce a transfer mechanism for the
disaster backup.
III. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE FOR CTM
The ICS underpinning several critical infrastructures (e.g.,
manufacturing, distribution, and transportation) have become

an important component of the IIoT, which are expected to
achieve intelligent manufacture and continuous monitor. Hence,
the precise operations and synergistic instructions request a
better performance of the ICS, for improving the throughput,
reducing the latency, and ensuring safety.
Although the decentralization systems are prevalent due to
the popularity of bitcoin, the engineers still need a partly decentralized and hierarchical management system to administrate the
smart factories [27]. The entire architecture is divided into four
levels according to the Industrial Automation and Control Systems Security Standard (ISA-62443) [28]: components, systems,
policies and procedures, and general management.
In this article, we mainly focus on the manufacturing processes of the ICS while ignoring the management of external
material distribution and merchandise logistics. In the industrial
scene, the diverse equipment should be classified according to
their functions, computing abilities, and authorities. To make it
clearer and simplified, a three-level architecture is proposed as
the Fig. 1. shows, which includes: MCC, infrastructures, and
terminals.
1) MCC for deployment and configuration: In smart factories, the engineers still need MCC for deploying general control strategies, transmitting general instructions
(such as starting and suspending commands), and grasping
global situations from subordinate equipment. In addition,
any anomaly will be reported to the MCC for timely
assessment and response. In terms of the blockchain-based
ICS, the engineers will initialize the configuration files
for infrastructures and terminals in MCC layer, then the
infrastructures and terminals can be controlled through the
blockchain network as well as deploying smart contracts
on the blockchain nodes. The files sent from here are
uniformly represented by MCC (such as FMCC ).
2) Infrastructures for consensus execution: Instructions for
the automatic operations and the data processing are
basically done at this layer. Infrastructures such as the
computing platforms of machine tools are responsible for
the manufacture of the terminals under their jurisdiction.
By analyzing the data timely, infrastructures will determine the corresponding cooperative instructions based
on the algorithm of the automation software. In order
to save energy and improve efficiency, the infrastructure
in a region need no work simultaneously during normal
operation. The blockchain network designed is mainly
built on infrastructures. Depending on the high computing
abilities and large capacity, infrastructures are required to
run a designed consensus mechanism to select the block
generators (control authority owners, controller). These
infrastructures are the most vulnerable because of their
importance for maintaining the whole ICS. The messages
sent from here are uniformly represented by I (such as
MI ).
3) Terminals for TP: Physical manufacturing processes with
a huge amount of sensors, facilities, and test devices are
carried out at this layer. Terminals will receive instructions from MCC or infrastructures and generate informative data, which supports the synchronous and intelligent

Fig. 1.

Hierarchical and decentralized architecture of the ICS.

manufacture of the factories. Terminals are always allocated with lower computing power and storage, thus they
can only partly participate in the consensus by providing some basic parameters. Moreover, in order to reduce
computational complexity and increase scalability, in this
architecture, the terminals as well as the infrastructures
they belong to are regionalized according to their different locations on the production line (such as the different workshops for material transportation, scanning,
and rough machining). The messages sent from here are
uniformly represented by T (such as MT ).
Private blockchain restricts the access authorities of visitors,
which result in a slightly weak decentralization, but it still
retains most of the novel characteristics of the blockchain (e.g.,
immutable and traceable), and smart contracts can still be deployed on. These characteristics inspire us to combine the private
blockchain and ICS. There are still some considerations about
the extent of decentralization. We all know that the most primitive proof of work (PoW) mechanisms are based on the enormous
computational power consumed to solve difficult mathematical
problems, expecting to achieve broad fairness. However, the
drawback of high latency and high energy consumption are
not accepted by the industry. In our scenario, we retain the
MCC and deploy the critical infrastructures as supernodes, in
order to increase efficiency and save energy at the expense of
the decentralization. But the cryptography will make up for
this, with the terminals participating, a collaborative trust based
blockchain consensus is proposed to achieve an unbiased and
verifiable control assignment and transfer mechanism.
IV. COLLABORATIVE TRUST BASED BLOCKCHAIN
A. Methodologies and Assumptions
1) Publicly Verifiable Secret Sharing: In order to achieve the
collaboration, a TP protocol is designed by introducing a PVSS
scheme, the trust values Ti correspond to the secrets shared
among the terminals. First, the (t, n) secret sharing scheme
enables a dealer to share the secret S among n participators,
where t is the threshold, and any subset of t honest participators

Algorithm 1: Discrete Logarithm Equivalence Based Proof.
Require:
three random elements α, β, ω ∈ Gq , s(x), r(x)
determine x = sα , y = rα
get proof functions: pDLEQ (s, r) = (x, s, y, r)
1: certifier sends messages m1 = sω , m2 = rω to verifier
2: verifier sends questions β to certifier
3: certifier sends answers a = ω − αβ to verifier
4: verifier checks if m1 = sa xβ , m2 = ra y β
Ensure:
the validity of the message

can reconstructs later. Suppose s(x) is a secret sharing polynomial defined on a q-ordered Galois field Gq with a generator
G and p is the large prime number, p > n  t. Second, C is
a commitment value generator defined on G, which used to
confirm the source of a message sent by a node. Third, NIZK
proofs are referenced to achieve publicly verification, the dealers
are requested to generate two t − 1 ordered polynomial s(x),
r(x), and a proof function p(s, r) (such as a hash function),
all the encrypted results are broadcast to every participators.
Finally, participators will reconstructs the secrets depended on
if p(s(i), r(i)) = p(
s(i),
r(i)). An NIZK algorithm based on
discrete logarithm equivalence (DLEQ) has been already introduced as Algorithm 1.
Trying to reduce the computational complexity, the terminals
are already divided into groups and the number of each group is
fixed, which means n is already set.
2) Consensus Mechanisms on Blockchain: The entire
blockchain system will execute a improved DPoS consensus
mechanism. However, the election is no longer based on statistics to the stake (or some alternatives) but deploying the infrastructures within a region as supernodes directly, whose number
is determined. The controller will be selected dynamically and
randomly. In order to achieve unbiased randomness, the algorithm of practical Byzantine fault tolerance (PBFT) algorithm is
also referenced, so that the system can be still stable if at most
one-third of the infrastructures in the system are malicious or
unavailable.
The terminals are assumed to participate in the TP protocol
by generating the trust values (a form of random numbers), and
the infrastructures are assumed to invoke the trust values for
DPoS elections. Log files L are generated in each process in the
protocol, which can be verified by any entities. If the protocol
does not produce an output or some conditions are not satisfied,
the failures will be reported to the MCC for a mandatory restart.
B. TP Protocol
When the MCC or infrastructures with control authorities
need to invoke the messages of terminals in order to further
coordinate the control authorities, the MCC should configure
public keys PK and secret keys SK corresponding to the machine
addresses in advance. Then, the terminals will share and verify
their messages with the aforementioned trust information, where

Algorithm 2: Trust Propagation Protocol.
Require:
ni , ti , Si , PKi , SKi , i ∈ {1, . . ., n}
1: for j ∈ {1, . . ., n}, j = i do
2:
initialize aj randomly


i
3:
generate s
ij = s
ij (0) = a
j0 , ci , p
4: end for
5: distribute the messages to each other
6: for j ∈ {1, . . ., n}, j = i do
7:
verify if sj (x) = G aj (x)
8:
verify if pDLEQ = Booleans(sω = sα rβ )
9:
if any verification process failed then
10:
report the invalid message and its source to MCC
11:
end if
12: end for
13: decrypt si = (si SKi )−1 and pi
14: reconstruct Sj = sj (0)
Ensure:
The secret from participator Pj : Sj

the TP protocol is necessary. In this model, we unify the devices
required to spread trust information as propagators P . The
algorithm details of the TP protocol is introduced below.
1) Initialization: In order to check the synergistic and unbiased features, each propagator Pi should determine the number
of participators ni and initialize the parameters ti and aj to
form
ti a ti j− 1 ordered trust propagators polynomial si (x) =
∗
j=0 aj x , the threshold ti = [Ni /3] + 1 usually, and aj ∈ Zq .
Each propagator participating in the protocol will publish its
public key PKi and retain the secret key SKi for verification.
2) Distribution: After each propagator Pi receiving the propagation polynomials just initialized and the public keys accepted
from the other participants, j ∈ {1, . . ., n}, j = i, they will generate a trust value sij for each propagator Pj . Suppose an original
trust value to be shared is Si = si (0) = a0 , in general, the trust
si (j)
. Meanwhile, a
value should be encrypted into s
ij = PKi
si (0)
should be generated indepencommitment value ci = C
dently and propagated together with s
ij in order to verify the
validity of the trust value later. At the same time, an encrypted
NIZK proof pi = G pi is also generated to prove the validity of
i are broadcast to the
the information. Afterward, s
ij , ci , and p
whole network.
3) Verification: The third part is the verification process, any
entity (not just the participants involved) can use pi and ci to
verify if the trust value propagated in the protocol is valid.
Taking a participant Pi as an example, if Pi receives enough
trust values s
ji , j = i, accompanied with their cj , Pi will verify
these message according to
sj (x) =

t−1


k

cxjk = G

t−1

k=0

ajk xk

= G aj (x) .

(1)

k=0

If the result is positive, Pi release the decrypted trust values
sji SKj )−1 and pj .
sji = (

4) Reconstruction: After that, each participant will use pi to
check the validity of each published si and exclude inauthenticity ones. Finally, if t trust values are valid, all the original trust
values can be reconstructed by Lagrangian interpolation
si (x) =

k

i=1

sji

k

j=1,j=i

x − xi
.
xi − xj

(2)

Otherwise, if nodes do not receive a sufficient amount of valid
data, an alert will be sent to the MCC.
C. Collaborative Trust Based DPoS Mechanism
In this part, the CT-DPoS mechanism will be introduced in
detail. The CT-DPoS mechanism is still introduced as the basis
for this blockchain consensus system because a balance between
security and efficiency is expected while achieving security and
unbiasedness. Using the values of collaborative trust can avoid
problems, such as the Byzantine attacks, which cause access
denied or failure.
It is worth mentioning that a private blockchain network
is built and the supernodes are introduced here, that is, not
counting the equities of all the devices to form an election
pool and selecting the block generators in the election pool.
Instead, the aforementioned infrastructures are directly used as
the supernodes, and the controllers will be directly selected
from them. Although reducing the degree of decentralization,
this design is more closely matched with the actual industry
scene, because obviously, the factories always need hierarchy
management control systems, and it is not necessary to publish
the control instructions and operations throughout the entire
network.
The CT-DPoS mechanism is a client–server protocol based on
generating publicly verifiable, unbiased, and scalable random
numbers. This mechanism allows infrastructures to aggregate
the trust values generated from the participating terminals in
TP protocol. It uses a commitment approach to implement the
PVSS, and then uses collective signing as a witness mechanism
to tie the output of the protocol for preventing client ambiguity.
Fig. 2 shows the sequence of the seven steps in the CT-DPoS.
1) Configuration: Before the consensus initialization, the
MMC will configure the basic information for each participating
infrastructure and terminal. Suppose each region Zi has nZi
infrastructures and each infrastructure Ii has nIi terminals. For
infrastructures, the configuration files FI includes the functions
Fi , regions Zi , the number Ni of subordinate terminals, the
lists of public keys PK = (PK0 , . . ., PKn−1 ), private secret keys
SKi , timestamps tsi , and identify string Ii . For terminals, the
configuration files FTi including the functions Fi , regions Zi ,
public keys PKi , secret keys SKi , and timestamps Ti

FIi = {Fi , Zi , Ni , PK, SKi , tsi , Ii }I
.
(3)
FTi = {Fi , Zi , PKi , SKi , tsi }T
2) Initialization: Each infrastructure Ii in the same region
will determine the values in the corresponding
nZconfiguration file and confirm the total number NZi = j=1i NIj , i ∈
{1, . . ., nZ }, j ∈ {1, . . ., nZi } of the subordinate terminals, then

Fig. 2.

Collaborative trust based DPoS mechanism.

broadcast



M1IT

Zi

= H (FIi ) , N, tsi Zi

(4)

to all equipment online and record M1TI and NZi in L.
3) Trust Propagation: After receiving the messages, the terminals will execute the TP protocol for providing the publicly
verifiable trust values to infrastructures. The protocol gets a
minor modified here.
First, each terminal Ti will set t
i = [NZi /3], choose a ti − 1
i −1
aj xj and a ti − 1 orordered TP polynomial si (x) = tj=0

j
dered commitment polynomial ci (x) = t−1
j=0 bj x . Second,
mapping H(Fsi ) to an unidirectional hash function generator
H on Gq . The trust values to be propagated is si = Hsi (0) and
the proofs of NIZK is pi . Third, the trust shares and NIZK proofs
si (j)
pDLEQ
and p
.
should be encrypted as s
ij = PKj
ij = PKj i
Then, broadcast
 1

sij , p
MTI Zi = H M1IT , (
(5)
ij ) , cij , tsi Zi
to all equipment online and record M1TI in L.
4) Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance: After receiving the
messages, infrastructures will execute the PBFT protocol to
prevent the large scale of failure. The protocol gets a minor
modified here.
First, each infrastructure Ii will check the amount of received
messages NM1TI and judges the amount of failed nodes
NFZi = NZi − NM 1TI Z

(6)

i

with the maximum tolerance f if NFZi  f . Sent abolishment
message to MCC if the inequality does not hold. Second, generates the corresponding response ri = ci − pi si .
Then, broadcast


 2
sj (i)
, cji , Q, tsi

(7)
MIT Zi = H M1TI , s
ji , p
ji , H
Zi

M2IT

to all equipment online and record
in L.
5) Verification: After receiving the messages, terminals will
execute the verification process for preventing the falsification.
First, each terminal Ti will check the amount of valid commitment NC and judge if NC  2f + 1. Compute the aggregate


response r =
ri and create a list of exceptions E that contains
information on missing server commits and responses. Second,
sj (i)

and PKi .
verify all s
ji and p
ji using H
Then, broadcast
 2

MTI Zi = H M2IT , E, tsi Zi
(8)
to all equipment online and record M2TI in L. Sent abolishment
message to MCC if any condition does not hold.
6) Delegated Proof of Stake: After receiving the messages,
terminals will execute the DPoS for selecting the control nodes.
First, each infrastructure Ii will decrypt

−1
sji )xi = H sj (i)
sji = (
(9)
−1
cji = (
cji )xi = H cj (i)
with sk i , check sji with pji , and retain the valid pairs. Second,
reconstruct the trust value
ti0 = ti (0) =

k

i=1

ti

k

j=1,j=i

x − xi
xi − xj

(10)

using the Lagrange interpolation.
Third, calculate the collab
orative trust value tco = i=1 ti0 , i ∈ {1, . . ., nZ }. The trust
value just generated is a random string actually, which must
be converted to the corresponding random number in order
to specify a serial identify number of the infrastructure next.
The conversion standard introduced here is defined in american
standard code for information interchange (ASCII), which is
represented as a conversion function N for convenience. By
normalize the result and multiply number of nodes in the region
NI , the collaborative trust identify number
N [tco ] − N [ti0 ]
Ico = 
NN
2 I T
NT
(N
[t
]
−
N
[t
])
co
i0
i

(11)

corresponding to the actual equipment is generated.
Then, broadcast Ico to all equipment online and record Ico
in L.
7) Control Authority Assignment: After getting the specific
identifier, the MMC will reconfigure the configuration files for
the specific infrastructure to assign the control authority and
transfer the necessary instructions (as well as data) to the new
controller.
V. CONTROL TRANSFER MECHANISM
A. Threaten Assumption
There are two specific assumed attack scenarios that need
the CTM. First, by entering malicious parameters, or requiring
repeated runs until achieving beneficial results, the attackers may
try to bias the election results, but the network is ostensibly normal. Second, in the case of DDoS attacks or large-scale physical
damages, a huge amount of nodes may become inaccessible,
which may causes the network broke down.
This mechanism uses the same threat model as the Byzantine
attack. Assuming the attackers launch DoS attacks by repeating
the TP protocol, which needs the underlying system restarting
continuously. In the verification process, malicious nodes cannot
transmit a dishonest trust value while imitating the correct

signatures and commitment for the other propagators in the
elections of DPoS.
The proposed network includes a log verification way and
an enforced restarting mechanism. The log files can ensure the
legality of the messages transmitted in the network, the data
generated by the terminal, and the instructions executed by the
infrastructures. The enforced restarting mechanism can achieve
new trust values rapidly for preventing the interruption of the
whole ICS. Based on the aforementioned considerations, a CTDPoS-based, unbiased emergency CTM is proposed for transferring the control authorities to other random infrastructures if
the nodes with control authorities currently are unavailable.
The mechanism is divided into five processes. In the first
process, the log files are available for any entity (including MCC,
infrastructures node and terminals, or even external accessors
with authorization). In this way, if an abnormal situation occurs
among the devices, the entities who detect the malicious nodes
will issue a warning to the entire network and notify the MCC.
After the MCC is threatened and the related verifications are
performed, a mandatory re-execution of the CT-DPoS command
will be sent through the gateway to elect a new infrastructure
for control allocation. After the seeds are collected from the
terminals and the trust random value is formed, a new manager
of the network is selected. Then, in the form of a blockchain
transaction, both of the control authorities and the data stored in
the failed devices are handed to the new infrastructures.
B. Control Transfer Process
In general, under the assumption of the aforementioned attack
model, the CTM will use the CT-DPoS based blockchain network to select the distributed random numbers for control nodes,
which can avoid the negative effects caused by the unavailability
of some devices. Fig. 3 shows the sequence of the six steps in
the CTM, which will be explained in detail below.
1) Anomaly Detection: If any malicious nodes attempt to
create threats, the log files


L = F, SKi , M1IT , M1TI , M2IT , M1TI , tsi

(12)

of them cannot finish the verifiability examination executed
by any entity (such as the response is not correct). There are
following two considerations that may happen to trigger the
abnormal alarm.
1) Single-point malfunction alarm: When one of the devices
is illegally accessed, all operations taken by the intruder
will be exposed in L, and any entities find the abnormal
record will trigger this alarm. Specifically, this situation
generally has the following phenomenon: The promised
value cannot be confirmed, the decrypted secret value
format is incorrect, the signature value does not match
the sender, etc.
2) Multiple-point malfunction alarm: The PBFT algorithm
quoted will weaken the influence when encountering the
APT or large-scale physical damage. If more than f nodes
whose messages are not accepted or verification failed, this
alert will be triggered. Specifically, this situation always
cause the authentication of the infrastructures frequently

Fig. 3.

Control transfer process.

denied, or the timestamps with the infrastructure messages
are no longer updated.
2) Threats Reporting: If any entity detects an anomaly, the
abnormal equipment, its log files, and the anomaly type will all
be broadcast to the entire blockchain-based ICS, including the
MMC.
If a smart contract is deployed on the infrastructures, the
CTM can be started immediately. If not, the administrators of
the MMC will further analyze and verify the report, and issue
instructions through the gateway according to the result.
3) Enforced Restarting: After the administrators verifying
the reliability of the report (or sometimes waiting for the feedback for a certain threshold time), they will return a call value
for revoking the existing control authorities and restarting the
CT-DPoS mechanism. Then, the entire network will abort the
current process, modify the configuration file, cancel all access
rights and control permissions, pending reassignment.
4) CT-DPoS: As the aforementioned mechanism, in order to
generate the trust values for DPoS, the TP protocol will be
recalled to restart the protocol process among the terminals.
The blockchain network will leverage the resulting trust value
to repeat the CT-DPoS consensus, and select a new reliable
controller of the system.
5) Control Transfer: After the controller is selected, the
corresponding configuration files including control instructions
and data will be handed over to the new controller and the
infrastructures elected become responsible for the entire ICS,
so that the ICS can return to the normal situation.
Because all the messages, data, and operational instructions
are kept in the blockchain network, so most of the original
information need not be rewritten or restored, the original controllers just hand over the control authorities and exclude the
threats. In some extreme cases, such as the devices are damaged
physically, it is inevitable to lost some information, which need
not discussed here.
Even if no anomaly is detected, the administrators can still
start the CTM at intervals, so that control authorities are dynamically assigned, increasing the security of the ICS.
VI. SECURITY ANALYSIS AND SIMULATIONS
A. Security Analysis
This article mainly focuses on the control authorities in ICS,
which has three aspects. First, because the contents written in

blockchain are unchangeable, blockchain technology is introduced to prevent the control information from being tampered.
In the proposed ICS, the control instructions are broadcast in
the form of the transactions as well as the automation configurations are deployed in the form of the smart contracts. Second,
some consensus mechanisms of existing lightweight blockchain
are flawed and the control authorities generated by them may
be biased, which leads to the destruction of the ICS. Thus, the
NIZK-based TP protocol is proposed so that a publicly verifiable
election process can be realized. Third, for some unavoidable
large-scale failures, a disaster backup mechanism for the blockbased ICS is also devised, namely the CTM to achieve stable
and sustainable industrial control. A detailed analysis of some
security features will be introduced in this section.
1) Feasibility: The most basic aim of the mechanism is to ensure that the ICS can always maintain an effective control toward
the smart factories, even some nodes are under attack. There
are two situations and the proposed mechanism can solve both
of them. First, the control authorities are always dynamically
allocated with the time according to the different configuration
files, the intruders can hardly hack into the specific control
infrastructures. Moreover, even some nodes have been already
hacked in and become malicious, the mechanism of PVSS will
exposure them and make reports to the MCC. As a result, an
honest infrastructure can successfully initialize the terminals
and obtain their trust values with verifiable commitments or
signatures, and then unbiased selection can be realized. As to
some extreme condition, such as the number of failed nodes is
bigger than the threshold, the authentication mechanisms are still
helpful, as the simulation shows, the possibility of a successful
control transfer is high.
2) Disclosure Prevention: Anonymity is one of the most
important features of the blockchain. In this blockchain-based
system, the anonymity is well preserved to realize the disclosure
prevention.
First, multiple security mechanisms have been introduced into
this system, such as the strategies of keys distribution and the
(t, n) secret sharing scheme. During the trust values generation,
all the trust shares are encrypted by corresponding secret keys,
and the public keys can be decrypted various trust shares, which
means only the shares encrypted with correct secret keys are
valid, whereas the invalid shares from the abnormal nodes will be
reported to the MCC. Second, the terminals send the encrypted
shares to each other along with the NIZK proofs. Then, an
infrastructure will select a subset of inputs from each group,
ignoring the terminals, which do not respond on time or with
appropriate values. When the infrastructures receive the valid
signatures and commitments, the messages will be decrypt and
broadcast to the entire network. Third, the threshold mechanism
is executed such that any node whose number of received trust
shares is less than the set threshold cannot reconstruct the trust
values. In actual scenario, this method increases the cost and
difficulty of the attacks, because more shares of the trust values
must be obtained to eavesdrop the secret.
3) Counterfeit Prevention: In the CT-DPoS, all the generated
messages are recorded into the log files so that any entities
including the third-parties authorized to visit the private ICS
can verify the normality of the execution processes. The log
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Overall running time of the TP protocol.
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Fig. 7.

Average running time of the randomness generation.

files contain all messages sent and received during protocol
execution, as well as session configuration files. First, the TP
protocol is designed based on PVSS, which is the cornerstone of
the verifiability for ICS. Second, the secret keys of the equipment
are only used to generate the signatures, and the signatures can
be verified using the public keys. Therefore, despite the expected
verifiability is primitives in PBFT, it is not possible to produce
a legal log file unless obtaining both of the public key and the
secret key. Third, the log files can be executed by any entity,
according to the process written, the result of the execution
cannot be legal unless the protocol is run in a legal manner. With
these verifiability assurances, this CTM cannot be unbiased by
malicious nodes.
B. Simulations
The proposed TP protocol, CT-DPoS consensus, and the CTM
are evaluated with Go language and the network topology is
simulated in Network Simulators 3 (NS-3). All computing nodes
are equipped with Intel Core 3.20 GHz CPU, 16 GB of RAM,
and Ubuntu operation system.
1) TP Protocol Evaluation: Three kinds of average running
time according to the three procedures (initialization, verification, and reconstruction) in the TP protocol are tested under the
different (t, n) threshold conditions. The comparison of different
numbers of terminals n is shown in Fig. 4, and the comparison
with different thresholds t is shown in Fig. 5, where the number
of terminals varies from 3 to 30 and the threshold is set from 3
to 10.

In general, most of the time required is spent on initialization. The execution time of the trust value initialization process exponentially increases with the terminal number, whereas
the impacts on the verification and reconstruction processes
are not significant. This is because the rising number of terminals significantly increases the number of parameters that
need to be initialized, whose computational complexity is between n and n2 . On the other hand, the slight increase of
verification and reconstruction proofs the good capability of this
scheme.
The threshold t determines the orders of the propagation
polynomial and the Lagrangian interpolation. With the threshold
increasing, the parameters of initialization and the computational complexity of reconstruction should all increase. But the
slopes of all three procedures can be noticed getting flattered,
which means the effect is becoming feebler with the threshold
increasing.
Generally, as the Fig. 6. shows, the overall running time of
TP protocol has an approximately linear relationship with the
network scales and gets little affection by the threshold, which
indicates novel feasibility and expandability.
2) CT-DPoS Evaluation: In terms of the CT-DPoS mechanism, the randomness generation program is implemented and
invoked in a real proof-of-stake simulation. First, considering the
parameters, the number of infrastructures is varied from 3 to 9,
the number of terminals distributed to each infrastructure is set to
10 and 20, whereas the corresponding thresholds are determined
to be 3 and 10 (which is most representative). Fig. 7. shows the
detailed results, it can be seen that in the process of generating

Fig. 8.

Overall running time of the CT-DPoS mechanism.

random numbers, the number of nodes and thresholds influences
the generating time greatly at the same time. Because on the one
hand, the increased numbers of terminals and infrastructures
will exponentially increase the complexity of the generated and
verified information. On the other hand, the number of thresholds
determines the appropriateness of the terminal device to return
a valid trust value, which requires some waiting time.
In order to test the performance of the consensus mechanism,
the collaborative generation of unbiased random numbers based
on trust values in real blockchain network scenarios is invoked
for testing the time of generating 10–50 blocks, which is a mature
method to reflect the instruction efficiency of this blockchain
network. Then, the results are compared with three traditional
PoW methods, as shown in Fig. 8. In this comparison, different
difficulties for the traditional PoW methods are set, whose
evaluation indexes are the numbers of zeros before the target
hash values. The indexes of difficulties are 5, 7, and 9 for PoW 1,
PoW 2, and PoW 3, respectively. The comparing results shows
that the mechanism designed has very efficient performance.
3) Unbiased Transfer Mechanism Evaluation: In order to
measure the success rate of the CTM under different attack
ranges, a certain ratio of nodes are randomly set as malicious
nodes (sending error data or rejecting responses), and then count
the probability that the control authority is transferred to a normal infrastructure after the CT-DPoS consensus is executed. The
range of malicious nodes is set to 1%–63%, because exceeding
this probability, most of the equipment in the factory has been
invaded, and the transfer has no meaning. Among them, when
p = 1%, it represents the case of single point invasion. As the
Fig. 9. shows, in this case, the probability of successful transfer is
above 99%. In terms, there are more than one-third of malicious
nodes, the means of PBFT has been invalidated. At this time,
the system only relies on the signature-commitment mechanism
to maintain security, but the transfer efficiency is still more than
50%.
VII. CONCLUSION
This article focus on the security threats to the ICS. By devising a TP protocol among the terminals and combining it with
blockchain technology, a CT-DPoS consensus is proposed for
assigning the control authorities dynamically. Meanwhile, a publicly verifiable CTM is also implemented against the failure. The

Fig. 9.

Percentage of the effective transfer.

simulation results show the TP protocol is scalable according
to the good computing performance, and the comparison among
the CT-DPoS indicates a more efficient transaction ability than
the traditional designs. At last, the control transfer experiment
testimony the proposed architecture is effective with a high
probability of success. This collaborative trust blockchain based
unbiased CTM is of importance to realize a stable and reliable
ICS.
In the future, in order to adapt a wider ICS requirement (such
as the more meticulous instructions), optimizing the underlying
structure for improving the throughput of the blockchain should
be further considered. Then, this private blockchain will be
extended to a public blockchain for breaking the information
estrangement and achieve a true industrial interconnection.
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